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1. Gaussian wave packet in Klein-Gordon theory (3+2+2+3+2=12 points)

Consider a free Klein-Gordon particle of rest mass m in one spatial dimension. In its own rest
frame, at time (eigen time) t = 0 the particle has a Gaussian wave packet of width a,

Ψ(t = 0, x) = N0 e−(x/a)
2

(1)

with a normalization factor N0.

(a) Calculate the Fourier transform Ψ(t = 0, ~k) of the wave packet at time t = 0 by completing
the square in the exponent. What is, in particular, the width of Ψ(t = 0, ~k) in k-space?

(b) Write down now the wave packet in the rest frame at arbitrary time t as a Fourier integral
over k. Observe that each plane-wave component must obey the Klein-Kordon equation,
and assume that only particle-like solutions (E > 0) contribute to the wave packet.

(c) Assume now that the width in k-space is so small that the relativistic energy-momentum
relation, E =

√
(mc2)2 + (~ck)2, can be expanded to leading order in k, i.e., the particle

behaves non-relativistically. Fourier transform the wave packet to positon space and, thus,
write down the wave packet at arbitary time Ψ(t, x).

(d) The normalization N0 of the wave packet is determined be the fact that the covariant energy
density ρE(t, x) of the Klein-Gordon theory must be normalized to a fixed value, given by
the average energy 〈E0〉 value.
Calculate the average energy 〈E〉0 of the particle in its rest frame. Then calculate ρE(t, x)
for the wave packet Ψ(t, x) and compute the normalization factor N0.

(e) Perform a Lorentz boost of the wave packet Ψ(t, x)→ Ψ′(t′, x′) to an inertial frame moving
with velocity −v relative to the rest frame, i.e., to the frame where the wave packet moves
with (average) velocity v. Determine, in particular, the time-dependent center x′0(t

′) of the
wave packet, its width a′ and normalization factor Nv.
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2. Transformation properties of Ψ in Dirac theory (3+5+3+2=13 points)

It has been shown in the lecture that a spinor Ψ transforms under a general Lorentz transfor-
mation L in the following way:

Ψ′(x′) = S(L)Ψ(x) = S(L)Ψ(L−1x′) , (2)

where S(L) is a 4 × 4 matrix which operates on the 4 components of the spinor Ψ(x). The
principle of form invariance of physical laws in all inertial systems ensures that the inverse
S(L)−1 exists.

(a) Use the covariance property of the Dirac equation to show that the following identity for
the transformation matrix S(L) holds:

S(L)−1γνS(L) = Lνµγ
µ , (3)

assuming γ′ν = γν , where γ′ν is the γ-matrix in the primed reference frame. Why is this
assumption always allowed?

(b) Using Eq. (3), derive the relation

S(L)†γ0 = bγ0S(L)−1 , (4)

where b is a yet undetermined factor.

(c) Use the expression proved in part (b) to show that the factor b must be real, and in addition
that b = ±1.
(Hint: Consider the determinant of Eq. (3) for the second part, and use the normalization
detS = +1)

(d) Finally, show that

b =

{
+1 for L0

0 ≥ 1

−1 for L0
0 ≤ −1 .

(5)

(Hint: Take into account the fact that the eigenvalues of S†S are positive definite, and
consider its trace. Use the facts that S†S = S†γ0γ0S and trαi = 0.)
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3. The free Dirac particle (5+3+3+4=15 points)

In the following, use the form of the Dirac equation, ı~ ∂
∂tΨ = (c~α · ~p+ βmc2)Ψ.

It is known from the lecture that the Dirac density ρ and the Dirac current density ~j are given
by the following expressions:

ρ = Ψ†Ψ , ~j = Ψ†(c~α)Ψ . (6)

We consider a free Dirac particle with an arbitrary momentum ~p and corresponding energy ε.
We can write the wave function of such a particle as

Ψ(xµ) = u(ε, ~p) e
i
~ (~p·~x−εt) . (7)

(a) Show that the solution of the free Dirac equation for a particle and an antiparticle is
determined by the 4-spinors

u(ε = E, ~p) = N

(
ϕ

c~α·~p
E+mc2

ϕ

)
and u(ε = −E, ~p) = N

(
ϕ

c~α·~p
−E+mc2

ϕ

)
, (8)

respectively, where E = +
√

(~pc)2 + (mc2)2 ≥ mc2, and the 2-spinor ϕ is a solution of the
equation

(~σ · ~p)ϕ = ±|~p|ϕ . (9)

(Hint: Use the following identity of the Pauli matrices: (~σ ·~a)(~σ ·~b) = 1(~a ·~b) + i~σ · (~a×~b).)

(b) Determine the 2-spinor ϕ for a Dirac particle moving in x-direction, i.e. ~p = (p, 0, 0)T .

(c) Show that, with the normalization factor N2 = (ε+mc2)/2ε, the 4-spinor u and the 2-spinor
ϕ have the same norm, i.e., u†u = ϕ†ϕ.

(d) Use the definition of the Dirac density ρ and the Dirac current density ~j above to show that
for a free particle (ε > 0) the Dirac current density ~j is given by

~j = ρ~v (particle), (10)

where the velocity is given by ~v = ∂ε/∂~p = c2~p/ε.

Show furthermore that for an antiparticle (ε < 0), for the same direction of motion (mo-
mentum) as above, the current density reads,

~j = −ρ~v (antiparticle). (11)
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